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As social agents, humans continually interact with the people around them. Here, motor
cooperation was investigated using a paradigm in which pairs of participants, one being
scanned with fMRI, jointly controlled a visually presented object with joystick movements.
The object oscillated dynamically along two dimensions, color and width of gratings,
corresponding to the two cardinal directions of joystick movements. While the overall
control of each participant on the object was kept constant, the amount of cooperation
along the two dimensions varied along four levels, from no (each participant controlled
one dimension exclusively) to full (each participant controlled half of each dimension)
cooperation. Increasing cooperation correlated with BOLD signal in the left parietal
operculum and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), while decreasing cooperation correlated
with activity in the right inferior frontal and superior temporal gyri, the intraparietal sulci
and inferior temporal gyri bilaterally, and the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex. As joint
performance improved with the level of cooperation, we assessed the brain responses
correlating with behavior, and found that activity in most of the areas associated with
levels of cooperation also correlated with the joint performance. The only brain area
found exclusively in the negative correlation with cooperation was in the dorso medial
frontal cortex, involved in monitoring action outcome. Given the cluster location and
condition-related signal change, we propose that this region monitored actions to extract
the level of cooperation in order to optimize the joint response. Our results, therefore,
indicate that, in the current experimental paradigm involving joint control of a visually
presented object with joystick movements, the level of cooperation affected brain
networks involved in action control, but not mentalizing.
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INTRODUCTION
As social agents, humans continually interact with the people
around them. One type of human interaction is cooperation,
when two or more people coordinate their actions to achieve a
common goal. This is the case when two people carry a heavy
object. The joint behavior results from combining the partici-
pants’ solo actions, and the performance depends on their ability
to coordinate these actions. Participants must thus continuously
take into account the actions of their partner and adjust their own
behavior online accordingly. Each partner is unable to directly
control the other’s performance, but can influence it for exam-
ple using with verbal instructions. Such interactivity allows group
members to work in synergy as they directly complement each
other’s performance, even though they may perceive their partner
as a hindrance (Reed et al., 2006). Here we investigated a situation
in which pairs of participants jointly controlled a visually pre-
sented dynamic object using joystick movements, but in addition

we manipulated the amount of cooperation while keeping the
overall control of each participant constant.

Joint action experiments have provided conflicting results.
One experiment demonstrated that dyads provide a better motor
control than individuals. When two participants were physi-
cally joined to perform a target-reaching task, the behavior of
the dyad was improved (i.e., the time to reach the target was
reduced) compared to the same participants performing the task
alone (Reed et al., 2006). Members of the dyad specialized in
their contribution to the task, with one member contributing
more to the acceleration and the other to the deceleration. In
contrast, another experiment reported degraded tracking per-
formance for pairs of participants that separately controlled the
leftward or rightward acceleration of a horizontal marker track-
ing a target moving on a computer screen, when compared to
one participant controlling both directions (Knoblich and Jordan,
2003).
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A recent study of an improvisation game provides possible
explanations for this discrepancy. In this game, two players fac-
ing each other moved handles on a board to create synchronous,
but otherwise unconstrained, motions. There were two condi-
tions: joint improvisation and sequential following. When two
experts improvisers performed, their actions were smoother and
less jittered when they performed a joint improvisation than when
one followed the other. These so-called “moments of together-
ness” were captured by a model of mirrored controllers using
internal predictions of the other participant’s actions, suggesting
that jointly improvised action was smoother when both partic-
ipants anticipated what the other would be doing in the near
future (Noy et al., 2011). A study of finger tapping coordina-
tion (Konvalinka et al., 2010) similarly concluded that enhanced
coordination resulted from the ability of both partners to antic-
ipate the other’s actions. Therefore, a working hypothesis is that
joint control of an object is improved when each participant in
a pair has an internal representation of the other participant’s
future action. The nature of this internal representation remains
unresolved (Seemann, 2011). On the one hand it could pertain
only to the overall goal, i.e., the intended behavior of the con-
trolled objects, in which the precise sensorimotor aspects involved
in controlling the object would not influence the overall perfor-
mance. On the other hand, the internal representation could be
rooted in embodied motor control systems (Seemann, 2011) in
particular in the internal models involved in controlling the self ’s
actions. The sensorimotor aspects of object control would thus
play a central role in the behavioral achievements.

To investigate the relative importance of higher order inten-
tions versus lower order sensorimotor integrations in joint
actions (Galantucci and Sebanz, 2009), we developed a task in
which two players controlled a dynamical object using joystick
movements. While the overall goal of the joint action remained
constant, the precise sensorimotor transformation required to
achieve this goal, in particular the level of cooperation, var-
ied. Most neuroimaging studies of joint action have focused on
sequential turn-taking social games (McCabe et al., 2001; Rilling
et al., 2002; Sanfey et al., 2003; Decety et al., 2004). A few
neuroimaging studies of simultaneous actions constrained par-
ticipants to act as independent agents working within a pair
and investigated the effect of social presence, more than motor
cooperation (Sebanz et al., 2006, 2007). There is, however, one
study that is particularly relevant to the experiment reported
here (Newman-Norlund et al., 2008). fMRI was used to record
local brain activity when participants performed a virtual bar-
balancing task either alone (each hand controlling the either
end of the bar) or with a partner. The joint action was further
divided into two conditions: each partner controlled one side
of the bar, or the two partners shared control over both sides
of the bar. The comparison between conditions of shared con-
trol and the condition of independent control yielded activity
in the right temporoparietal junction (TPJ) and inferior frontal
gyrus, regions that can be linked with different aspects of social
cognition.

The TPJ and the medial frontal cortex are the two main brain
areas involved in mentalizing, i.e., perceiving others’ intentions.
Although the TPJ responds particularly to the perception of

intentional motion (Schultz et al., 2005), the medial frontal cortex
responds to a variety of stimuli depicting intentional interactions
(see Frith and Frith, 2003 for a review), from intentional anima-
tions using simple geometrical shapes (Castelli et al., 2000) to real
people acting (Iacoboni et al., 2004). It has been proposed that the
medial frontal cortex is involved in the “integration of complex
representations of possible actions and anticipated outcomes”
(Amodio and Frith, 2006), and it was divided into three func-
tional parts along a rostrocaudal axis: a posterior part involved
in monitoring the outcome of action, a middle part involved in
representing mental states and an anterior part involved in moni-
toring of the value of action outcomes (Amodio and Frith, 2006).
The TPJ and middle part of the medial prefrontal cortex are
expected to be involved when higher-order intentions are being
represented internally.

In contrast, the posterior inferior frontal gyrus reported in
(Newman-Norlund et al., 2008) is involved in sensorimotor con-
trol (Kilner et al., 2009). Particularly interesting is the proposed
recruitment of internal models for motor control, which include
this area (Kilner et al., 2007), when controlling an object col-
laboratively. Internal models for the control of action are neural
processes that simulate sensorimotor transformations internally,
allowing the anticipation of sensory consequences of a planned
action (forward models; Wolpert et al., 1995). Internal models
have been proposed as possible substrates for social interactions
(Wolpert et al., 2003): an agent can use its own forward mod-
els when perceiving another agent’s actions in order to estimate
its hidden mental state. In the case of collaborative control of an
object, we propose that internal models are efficient devices for
integrating both partners’ contribution.

The neural underpinnings of internal models for motor con-
trol have been investigated with human non-invasive neuroimag-
ing techniques (for review see Wolpert and Kawato, 1998). Motor
commands that are used by forward models to suppress sen-
sory signals are believed to originate upstream from the primary
motor cortex (Voss et al., 2006), though they may also involve pre-
motor areas in the posterior inferior frontal gyrus (Kilner et al.,
2007). Actual sensory feedback is used to compute prediction
errors for model evaluation and update. When we are tickled by
another person (Blakemore et al., 1998) the sensory consequences
of its actions are unpredictable, and the lack of predictability leads
to a high prediction error associated with increased activity in
the secondary somatosensory cortex. This area, located bilaterally
in the parietal opercula (Eickhoff et al., 2006), plays a key role
in sensorimotor integration (Inoue et al., 2002), and has been
involved in the assessment of action ownership (Blakemore and
Frith, 2003). Accordingly, its activity could be modulated by the
level to which members of a group cooperate because disentan-
gling the ownership of complex sensory consequences of a joint
action is necessary to improve the individual, and ultimately the
joint, motor control. Thus we propose that reliance on internal
models for action in the execution of the joint task will be signaled
in particular by activity in secondary somatosensory cortices.

The current study aims to identify the brain network in which
activity is modulated by the level of group members’ cooperation,
from fully independent to fully interactive, whilst performing the
same joint control task in all experimental conditions. For this
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purpose, pairs of participants were required to control a dynam-
ical object presented visually by tracking changes of a target
oscillating along two dimensions (shades of pink and width of
gratings) with joystick movements. While both partners always
controlled half of the object’s overall dynamics, they did so with
four different levels of cooperation ranging from no cooperation
(one controlled the color, the other the gratings), to full cooper-
ation (each controlled half of the color and half of the gratings).
In contrast to the virtual bar-balancing study (Newman-Norlund
et al., 2008), the levels of cooperation were graded and implicit.
We investigated brain areas in which activity correlates, posi-
tively or negatively, with the level of cooperation. Of particular
interest is the hypothesis that activity in brain areas involved in
mentalizing (in particular the medial prefrontal cortex and TPJ)
would correlate with the level of cooperation, suggesting that
the scanned participant internal representation of its partner’s
actions would incorporate its intention to increasingly or decreas-
ingly cooperate. Alternatively, activity associated with the level of
cooperation could be limited to brain regions involved in action
control (in particular premotor areas, posterior parietal cortex
including the secondary somatosensory cortex, cerebellum, and
striatum) if collaboration relies exclusively on embodied motor
control mechanisms (Seemann, 2011).

METHOD
PARTICIPANTS
Thirteen adult participants (mean age 24 + 6 years, seven males)
were scanned, eight of these volunteers returned and five addi-
tional participants (mean age 26 + 5 years, four males) were
recruited to take part outside the scanner to form 13 coopera-
tive pairs. All 18 participants were right-handed with no known
neurological history and gave informed consent to take part in the
study, which was approved by the Joint Ethics Committee of the
National Hospital for Neurology and Neuroscience (UCL NHS
Trust) and Institute of Neurology (UCL).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
A fixation cross was continuously presented to minimize eye
movements. Eye movements were not recorded. A central disk
(see Figure 1) was divided into two halves: bottom, the tracking
target; top, the joint response. Four rectangles surrounded the
circle to indicate the maximal effect for movement in the cor-
responding cardinal direction—horizontal or vertical. The color
dimension ranged from white to red across shades of pink. The
width dimension ranged from seven to 10 sinusoid grating cycles
(pairs of stripes) across the circle. The circle remained yellow
during the 3.2 s interval between consecutive blocks and par-
ticipants were asked to let the joystick return to its “neutral”
center position. Prior to the start of each block the circle turned
to a mid-range color, medium width grating and a 1 s numer-
ical countdown (3,2,1) was then superimposed. The tracking
block commenced when the numbers disappeared and the two
dimensions (shades of pink and width of grating) of the target
sinusoidally oscillated for four cycles, with a duration of 14.3 s.
The duration of a block and the inter-block interval was thus
18.5 s, and 24 blocks were presented in each of the four 9 min
fMRI scanning sessions. The start direction of the target was
randomized to prevent anticipation of the response. The rela-
tion between the cardinal directions of joystick movements and
the dimension of the object under control was counterbalanced
between participants.

The scanned player viewed the projected stimuli via a 45◦
angled mirror positioned on the head coil while the outside player
watched a computer monitor in the scanner control room. Players
used their right hand to move a joystick and their left hand to keep
it in place during the movements. The joystick movements were
recorded and the stimuli were generated and displayed online
using Cogent v1.25 (http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/cogent.php)
running in Matlab v6.5.1 (The Mathworks, Inc.). Players moved
their joysticks to change the properties of the two dimensions
(shades of pink and width of grating) of the joint response

FIGURE 1 | Experimental paradigm. Players inside and outside the scanner
used joystick jointly control a dynamic object (stripes of varying width and
shades of pink) presented in the upper half of the circle at the center of the

screen to match the target presented in the lower half of the circle. Pink/Red
and Gray/Black lines represent horizontal and vertical movements
respectively. SF represents the scaling factor.
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object to match the target. The change in joystick position in
both dimensions were sampled and recorded at 30 Hz for each
player, combined using appropriate cooperation level scaling fac-
tor (SF) and summed onto the previous joint response values
(see Figure 1). The new joint response and target values were
used to generate the new stimuli and refreshed at 30 Hz. Target
values, joystick movements and joint response were recorded for
behavioral analysis along with time stamps for fMRI analysis.

Participants always retained half control over the whole task,
with the other player controlling the other half. However, there
were eight conditions, see Table 1, that were split into four dif-
ferent linear levels of cooperation: no cooperation, players fully
controlled one dimension (SF = 0 or 1); 1/3 cooperation, players
controlled the majority of one dimension and a small propor-
tion of the other (SF = 0.17 or 0.83); 2/3 cooperation, play-
ers controlled double the amount in one dimension than the
other (SF = 0:33 or 0.67); full cooperation, players equally con-
trolled both dimensions (SF = 0.5 and 0.5). Each condition was
presented three times per fMRI scanning session in a pseudo-
randomized order and counterbalanced across pairs. Players were
never told explicitly the level of cooperation.

TRAINING AND RECORDING
At the start of the experiment players were told that their aim
was to work together to best match the top to the bottom half
of the circle and that the level at which each player controlled
the joint response object would vary between blocks, but they
would always need to perform joystick movements for success-
ful completion of the task. A training session was performed
prior to the scanning day to familiarize themselves with the task
and equipment. Players performed a solo practice at the start of
both training and scanning days. Each player practiced the task
alone following one dimension only (e.g., color), then the other
dimension (e.g., grating width) and then tracked both dimen-
sions concurrently with full control over the tracking object. This
gradually built the complexity of the task and implicitly demon-
strated that the dimensions could be controlled independently.
Players were given performance feedback at the end of each solo
practice block. On the training day, both players sat at a table in
front of individual computer screens separated by a screen and
they performed joint control blocks including examples of all the

Table 1 | Level of cooperation scaling factors.

Level of Scaling Factor for each player and dimension

cooperation factor
Scanned Outside

Color Width Color Width

0 1 1 0 0 1

0 0 1 1 0

1/3 0.83 0.83 0.17 0.17 0.83

0.17 0.17 0.83 0.83 0.17

2/3 0.67 0.67 0.33 0.33 0.67

0.33 0.33 0.67 0.67 0.33

1 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50

eight conditions described in Table 1. On the scanning day, play-
ers were placed in novel pairs (i.e., never previously experienced
played together) with one player lying in the scanner and the other
player sat at a computer in the scanner control room. Both players
performed the solo practice in situ to familiarize themselves with
the environment. Pairs started controlling the object jointly with
fMRI scanning, so that they were familiar with the task but had
never experienced interacting together before.

MRI DATA ACQUISITION
A 1.5 T Siemens Sonata MRI scanner (Erlanger, Germany) was
used to acquire T∗

2-weighted gradient echo, echo-planar images
with Blood Oxygenation Level-Dependent contrast. Whole brain
coverage was achieved using 35 axial slices of 2 mm thickness with
a 2 mm gap and a TR of 3.15 s. There were four functional imag-
ing runs of 171 volumes and the first six volumes were discarded
to allow for effects of T1 equilibrium. An 8 min T1-weighted
structural MRI scan was acquired for each subject using a hybrid
sequence.

Image processing was carried out using Statistical Parametric
Mapping software (SPM8; Wellcome Trust Centre for
Neuroimaging, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) implemented in
MATLAB v6.5.1. EPI images were realigned to correct for move-
ments, unwarped for motion-induced variance in EPI time-series
(Andersson et al., 2001), spatially normalized to standard space
using the Montreal Neurological Institute template (voxel size of
2 × 2 × 2 mm) and spatially smoothed with a 12 mm full-width
half maximum Gaussian kernel.

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS
Joystick movement amplitude
The amplitude of joystick movements of the scanned player
was calculated for each trial. The recorded changes in the joy-
stick position for the two dimensions were combined using the
root of the sum of squares to generate the amplitude of move-
ment between successive data point and then summed across the
entire block.

Joint performance error
The joint performance error was calculated to measure how well
the players worked together to track the dynamic target and
to investigate the effect of the visual feedback of joint perfor-
mance error on brain activity. The joint response was subtracted
from the target for each dimension for each data point and the
two dimensions were subsequently combined into a single error
measure using the root of the sum of squares to represent the dif-
ference between the two halves of the circle. The resulting joint
performance error was summed across the entire block.

Behavioral statistical analysis
Mean joystick movement and joint performance error were aver-
aged across repetitions within each of the four cooperation
levels and fMRI scanning session for each participant. These
two behavioral measures were entered into separate 4 (levels of
cooperation) × 4 (sessions) within-subject repeated measures
ANOVAs and significant effects entered into post-hoc pairwise
t-tests using SPSS.
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MRI STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Two first-level fixed-effect analyses were conducted for each
subject using the general linear model to separately investigate
effect of cooperation and of task performance on BOLD sig-
nal. Each first-level design (details below) included condition
regressor(s) that comprised 14.3 s boxcar functions spanning each
task performance block convolved with the canonical hemo-
dynamic response function, and six head movement regressors
derived from the realignment procedure. Beta estimate contrast
images from first-level analyses were entered into second-level
random-effects analyses for population inference.

The initial analysis focused on the level of cooperation. Four
condition regressors were used to separately model the four levels
of cooperation blocks at the first-level. Contrast images corre-
sponding to the main effect of each condition were entered into
a second-level random-effects ANOVA of the four levels of coop-
eration, using the four fMRI scanning sessions as within-subject
repeated measures. The four levels of cooperation (0, 1/3, 2/3, 1)
were entered as four dependant levels with equal variance, and
contrasts identified the brain correlates of cooperation increase
([–3 –1 1 3]) and decrease ([3 1 –1 –3]).

The second analysis focused on task performance. A single
boxcar function was used to model all four experimental con-
ditions, with a parametric modulator linearly representing the
overall joint performance error of each block. Contrast images
corresponding to the main effects of the condition regressor
and of the parametric regressor were entered into second-level
t-tests to assess the brain correlates of task execution and of joint
performance error respectively.

Results were thresholded at p < 0.05 corrected for family wise
error, extent k > 25; in the absence of significant results with
corrected threholds, the most lenient threshold of p < 0.001
uncorrected, extent k > 25 was used, and small volume correc-
tion in 10 mm spherical volume of interest centered on the cluster
peak was applied to confirm clusters located in areas of a pri-
ori hypotheses survived family wise error correction. Results are
reported in MNI space, ordered by decreasing z coordinate.

To further investigate pairwise differences between the levels
of cooperation in the medial prefrontal clusters (see results), per-
cent BOLD signal change from all voxels forming the clusters
revealed by the whole brain analysis were extracted for each level
of cooperation and each fMRI scanning session using MarsBAR
(http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/) SPM toolbox implemented in
SPM8, and analyzed with 4 (levels of cooperation) × 4 (sessions)
ANOVAs using SPSS.

RESULTS
BEHAVIORAL RESULTS
Joystick movement amplitude
The amplitude of joystick movements made by the scanned player
was not significantly modulated by the level of cooperation or the
fMRI scanning session (main effects and interaction p > 0.05).

Joint performance error
Joint performance error was significantly modulated by the level
of cooperation (p < 0.001), but not by the fMRI scanning session
(main effect and interaction with levels of cooperation p > 0.5).

FIGURE 2 | Joint performance error (arbitrary units; error bar: standard

error) as a function of the level of cooperation. Horizontal lines indicate
significant pairwise comparisons (p < 0.05).

The best joint performance (lowest error) was observed when par-
ticipants acted in full cooperation and the joint performance error
was greatest when participants acted fully independently to con-
trol one dimension each (see Figure 2). All pairwise comparisons
were significant (at p < 0.05) except between 1/3 and 2/3 levels of
cooperation, and a linear fit of the data as a function of the level
of cooperation was significant (p < 0.001). The effect of sessions
and interaction between levels of cooperation and sessions were
not significant (both p > 0.1).

fMRI RESULTS
Level of cooperation
Firstly, we investigated areas linearly correlated with the four
levels of cooperation (contrast ±[3 1 –1 –3]). In the absence
of significant cluster at the threshold used, the more lenient
threshold (p < 0.001 uncorrected, extent k > 25) was applied
(Table 2). Areas positively correlated with the levels of coopera-
tion (see Figure 3) included the left parietal operculum, anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC) and hippocampus as well as the cuneus
bilaterally. The former two were hypothesized to be involved in
cooperation, and small volume correction confirmed they were
significantly correlated with cooperation increase (family wise
error correction p = 0.003 in the parietal operculum, p = 0.015
in the ACC). Areas negatively correlated with the levels of coop-
eration included the inferior temporal cortex bilaterally, as well as
the right superior temporal gyrus and medial prefrontal cortex,
and the posterior intraparietal sulcus, right inferior frontal cortex
and left cerebellum. The later areas, involved in mentalizing (right
superior temporal gyrus and medial prefrontal cortex) and motor
control (posterior parietal and premotor cortex and cerebellum)
were further explored using small volume correction, yielding
significant results (all p < 0.001 family wise error corrected).
Regions involved in visual processing (cuneus and inferior tem-
poral gyrus) and the hippocampus were not further examined in
the absence of a priori hypotheses about their involvement in the
motor cooperation task.

Percent signal change extracted in the two medial frontal
cortex clusters was analyzed using separate repeated-measures
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Table 2 | Brain areas in which activity correlates with levels of cooperation (p < 0.001 uncorrected, extent k > 25).

Location Left hemisphere Right hemisphere

x y z T score Extent k x y z T score Extent k

POSITIVE CORRELATION WITH COOPERATION

Parietal operculum −45 −13 16 4.10 26

Cuneus (bilaterally) 9 −88 34 4.43 126

Anterior cingulate cortex −6 47 −2 3.64 39

Hippocampus −30 −28 −11 4.63 32

NEGATIVE CORRELATION WITH COOPERATION

Posterior intraparietal sulcus −27 −64 55 3.72 43 24 −61 52 4.56 52

Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex 9 44 49 4.66 86

Inferior frontal gyrus 42 14 19 5.06 245

Superior temporal gyrus 60 −43 7 4.46 229a

Inferior temporal gyrus −42 −70 −8 4.71 286b 48 −64 −8 4.84 229a

Cerebellum −30 −82 −17 4.45 286b

a,bSub-maxima of the same cluster. Italics indicate clusters not explored using small volume correction in the absence of a priori hypotheses. Other areas were

significantly correlated with levels of cooperation.

FIGURE 3 | Brain activity associated with the increase and the decrease

of the level of cooperation (white arrowhead: location of SII cluster

buried in parietal operculum), and percent signal change

(error bar: standard error) in the anterior cingulate and dorsomedial

frontal cortex clusters. Horizontal lines indicate significant pairwise
comparisons at p < 0.05.

ANOVAs to assess the effect of the levels of cooperation and ses-
sions on percent signal change (Figure 3). For BOLD signal in
the dorsal cluster negatively correlated with the level of coop-
eration, both main effects were significant at p < 0.05 but not
the interaction between the factors (p = 0.747); pairwise com-
parisons indicated that the condition of no cooperation was
significantly (p < 0.05) different from the three other levels of
cooperation, and, as expected from the whole brain analysis, a
linear fit of the data as a function of the level of cooperation was

significant (p < 0.001). For the session factor, the only signifi-
cant pairwise comparison was between sessions two and three,
and a linear fit, corresponding to a decrease of activity with ses-
sions, was significant at p = 0.011. BOLD signal in the ventral
cluster was also significantly affected by the level of coopera-
tion (at p = 0.002) in the absence of any session effect, and
pairwise comparisons indicated that the condition of full coop-
eration was significantly (p < 0.05) different from the three
other levels of cooperation, and as expected, a linear fit of the
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data as a function of the levels of cooperation was significant
(p = 0.002).

Task execution
The main effect of the task execution (p < 0.05 corrected for fam-
ily wise error, extent k > 25; Table 3) was used to identify the sen-
sorimotor network involved in controlling the visually presented
object with joystick movements irrespective of the level of cooper-
ation and performance error (Figure 4, left). Right-hand actions
on the joystick were associated with left lateralized primary motor

cortex, supplementary motor area and putamen, right lateralized
dorsal cerebellum activations, and bilateral responses in the mid-
dle and inferior occipital gyri, intraparietal sulci extending to the
inferior parietal lobes, inferior frontal gyri, frontal eye fields, and
ventral cerebellum.

Joint performance error
Finally, we identified regions positively and negatively correlated
with joint performance error (p < 0.05 corrected for family wise
error, extent k > 25; Table 4 and Figure 4, right panels). Regions

Table 3 | Main effect of task execution (p < 0.05 corrected for family wise error, extent k > 25).

Location Left hemisphere Right hemisphere

x y z T score Extent k x y z T score Extent k

Dorsal premotor cortex −27 −19 73 22.01 2658a

Primary motor cortex −39 −40 67 33.67 2658a

Frontal eye field −30 −7 64 18.12 2658a 33 −7 61 12.88 154

Anterior intraparietal sulcus −36 −43 58 31.00 2658a 39 −43 55 20.21 5216b

Posterior intraparietal sulcus −18 −67 52 12.86 2658a 27 −58 55 19.64 5216b

Supplementary motor area −6 −19 52 13.13 2658a

Inferior parietal lobule −57 −25 40 25.93 2658a 54 −19 31 17.39 5216b

Inferior frontal gyrus −54 8 22 10.98 2658a 57 8 25 20.65 320

Putamen −24 −1 1 8.99 69

Middle occipital gyrus −30 −91 −5 26.89 5216b 33 −94 −5 24.41 5216b

Inferior occipital gyrus −48 −73 −5 17.84 5216b 51 −58 −8 22.42 5216b

Dorsal cerebellum 24 −49 −26 33.07 5216b

Ventral cerebellum −15 −70 −50 17.46 5216b 21 −58 −47 17.08 5216b

a,bSub-maxima of the same cluster.

FIGURE 4 | Brain activity associated with the main effect of Task execution, and positively and negatively correlated with the joint performance error.
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Table 4 | Brain areas in which activity correlates with joint performance error (p < 0.05 corrected for family wise error, extent k > 25).

Location Left hemisphere Right hemisphere

x y z T score Extent k x y z T score Extent k

POSITIVE CORRELATION

Middle frontal gyrus −45 29 28 13.84 2222a 36 41 28 9.07 90

Frontal eye field −24 −4 61 23.04 2222a 30 −4 64 24.16 2222a

Precuneus −9 −70 55 21.41 7484b 15 −67 55 17.89 7484b

Presupplementary motor area −9 2 49 14.99 2222a

Anterior intraparietal sulcus −36 −43 40 22.42 7484b 30 −49 40 13.71 7484b

Inferior frontal gyrus −42 2 31 23.79 2222a 42 8 25 17.04 377

Anterior insula −33 20 4 12.42 2222a 33 20 1 11.00 162

Thalamus −9 −4 1 9.11 88 12 −13 4 7.43 25

Middle occipital gyrus −27 −73 28 23.18 7484b 33 −70 25 15.72 7484b

Inferior occcipital gyrus −48 −64 −8 17.01 7484b 48 −64 −8 14.74 7484b

Dorsal cerebellum −27 −67 −23 15.65 7484b 33 −73 −20 18.62 7484b

Ventral cerebellum −27 −67 −50 13.60 7484b 18 −73 −47 19.42 7484b

NEGATIVE CORRELATION

Temporoparietal junction −45 −70 31 13.82 534 54 −67 40 11.15 247

Superior frontal gyrus −12 50 34 10.47 1389a 9 53 34 6.98 1389a

Retrosplenial cortex (bilateral) −3 −58 28 11.62 373

Cuneus (bilateral) −6 −94 22 8.46 149

Inferior frontal gyrus −45 26 −17 11.44 229

Parietal operculum −36 −16 16 8.46 58 48 −10 10 6.38 35

Ventromedial prefrontal cortex −9 53 1 10.52 1389a

Anterior cingulate cortex −3 44 −14 14.88 1389a

Subgenual nucleus 0 17 −17 8.86 1389a

Middle temporal gyrus −57 −1 −23 12.01 732 60 −7 −11 8.90 139

Hippocampus −21 −13 −17 10.76 183 24 −7 −26 10.85 128

Cerebellum 27 −85 −38 7.46 78

a,bSub-maxima of the same cluster.

positively correlated with error largely overlapped with the task
execution network, including the prefrontal cortex (frontal eye
field and inferior frontal gyrus), intraparietal sulcus, cerebel-
lum and lateral occipital cortex, with additional responses in
the insula, thalamus, precuneus and middle frontal gyrus bilat-
erally. The network negatively correlated with the joint perfor-
mance error, thus positively correlated with the task performance,
included the left anterior inferior fontal gyrus, the bilateral TPJ
and superior frontal gyrus, anterior lateral and medial (hip-
pocampus) temporal cortex, cuneus, and anterior (ACC and ven-
tromedial prefrontal cortex) and posterior (retrosplenial cortex)
regions of the medial wall.

DISCUSSION
This study investigates how the level of cooperation between two
partners modulates brain responses during a joint action task.
Pairs of participants manually tracked a two-dimensional visual
object with continuous joystick movements and their control over
each dimension was manipulated to generate four levels of coop-
eration ranging from no cooperation (each participant controlled
a separate dimension) to full cooperation (both participants
controlled half of both dimensions). The overall control over
the visual object remained equally shared between the partners.

Behaviorally, joint task performance was improved when cooper-
ation between participants increased. This is in agreement with
the finding that partners, haptically connected through handling
the two ends of the same manipulandum, showed improved per-
formance in a tracking task when compared to solo performances
(Reed et al., 2006). In the current study the no cooperation con-
dition was akin to an individual task in a single dimension, with
both participants working in parallel toward mutually exclusive
goals. Performance increased gradually, with two out of three
pairwise comparisons between contiguous levels of cooperation
and a linear fit against the four levels of cooperation statisti-
cally significant, so that the improvement could not be solely
explained by the main effect of the no cooperation condition:
the benefit of cooperation on performance was graded according
to degree of cooperation. These results contradict the sugges-
tion that joint actions encounter more coordination problems
than individual actions (Knoblich and Jordan, 2003). In Knoblich
and Jordan (2003), pairs of participants controlled the velocity
of a visually presented object tracking a target toward the right
or left of the screen with presses to two buttons, either con-
trolled by one individual (solo condition) or by two individuals
(joint action). In contrast, participants in the current experiment
moved their joystick continuously and rhythmically. We suggest
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that synchronization with the target was easier when control-
ling the object position with continuous rhythmic movements,
based on central pattern generators, than its velocity with discrete
movements, that recruit higher cortical planning areas (Schaal
et al., 2004).

Increasing the level of cooperation was associated with BOLD
signal in brain regions including the left parietal operculum
and ACC. Decreasing cooperation was associated with activ-
ity in the right inferior frontal and superior temporal gyri,
and bilateral intraparietal sulci. Dissociation was observed in
the medial prefrontal cortex, with a positive correlation with
increasing cooperation in the ventral ACC and a negative cor-
relation in the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex. Given that task
performance was significantly correlated with the level of coop-
eration, a second analysis of fMRI data focused on brain areas
correlated positively or negatively with the performance error
to assess whether activated areas associated with levels of coop-
eration could be attributed to error perception and correction.
Almost all regions found activated with increasing collaboration
(Figure 3 and Table 2) were indeed also associated with increas-
ing performance (Figure 4 and Table 4). In both the anterior
cingulate (see left plot, Figure 3) and the secondary somatosen-
sory cortex (white arrow, Figure 3; signal change not shown),
the positive correlation with the level of cooperation was mainly
driven by a significant reduction of BOLD signal in the con-
dition of no cooperation compared to the other three condi-
tions, with no significant differences between them. The ACC is
known to process the outcomes of behaviors in terms of reward
(O’Doherty et al., 2001; Amodio and Frith, 2006). For exam-
ple in an economic game setting, the same area (coordinates
–4, 52, –6) responded to the probability of obtaining a mone-
tary gain (Knutson et al., 2005). Furthermore it is included in
a large cluster positively correlated with joint performance, in
agreement with the suggestion that it responds to action out-
come, that is, the performance in achieving the joint tracking.
Therefore, the positive correlation between activity in the ACC
and levels of cooperation is most likely driven with the increase in
joint performance with increasing cooperation. Similarly, while
not predicted a priori, activity in the anterior hippocampus,
that is connected with the anterior cingulate region and plays a
role in emotional processing (Fanselow and Dong, 2010), could
also reflect the encoding of the reward associated with action
outcome.

While the left parietal operculum was associated with coop-
eration increase, a larger cluster of activity in this region, also
reported in the homologous region of the right hemisphere,
was found to correlate negatively with joint performance error,
suggesting that the computation performed by the parietal oper-
culum was bilateral in our experiment. This region has been
associated with internal models for sensorimotor integration of
somesthetic consequences of actions. In (Blakemore et al., 1998)
this region was activated when participants received a sensory
feedback, in that case somatosensory, that did not result from
the consequences of their own actions but from an external
stimulation. It was proposed that reduction of activity for self-
produced stimuli in the secondary somatosensory cortex, located
in the parietal opercula, was related to the cancellation of the

sensory consequences of self-generated actions. Here there was
a direct correspondence between actions performed along one
axis and tracking of the visual object along one dimension in the
no cooperation condition. But as a consequence of cooperation
increase, the direct effect of the scanned partner’s actions on the
controlled object were masked by the combination with the effects
of the outside partner’s actions. Joint performance increase was,
therefore, concomitant with a reduction of the correspondence
between the action on the joystick and its visible consequences.
Reducing predictability of visual input causes increased response
in the primary visual cortex (Alink et al., 2010), so that the
reduction of predictability of both the color and width of grat-
ing dimensions when cooperation increased also accords with
the response pattern observed in the cuneus. Results are thus in
line with the proposal that the reduced predictability of sensory,
in the present case visual, consequences of actions during joint
control conditions accounts for the increasing activity in the pari-
etal operculum but also in the cuneus, while the later was not
predicted a priori.

Brain regions found associated with decreasing cooperation
were also found in the network positively correlated with joint
performance error, with the notable exception of the dorsomedial
prefrontal cortex discussed later. This implies that their activity
must be interpreted in terms of behavior, not of arbitrary levels of
cooperation. For instance, the bilateral posterior inferior tempo-
ral cortex clusters were located in a ventral stream area involved in
high-level visual processing of objects, the lateral occipital com-
plex (Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001), and were more likely to
respond to the relevant features of the visual input, putatively the
comparison between the target and the controlled object indicat-
ing the error, than to the levels of cooperation. The right inferior
frontal gyrus and left cerebellum are engaged when we use an
internal model of a sensorimotor transformation (Imamizu et al.,
2007) and were, therefore, involved in online control of joystick
movements in response to sensory input. The bilateral poste-
rior intraparietal sulcus clusters are located in regions involved
in the control of attention and eye movements (Astafiev et al.,
2003) that were required for accurate task performance. The
case of the right posterior superior temporal gyrus is particularly
interesting because it is spatially close to the TPJ involved in men-
talizing. As this region responds to the perception of intentional
motions (Schultz et al., 2004), its activity could correspond to
the perception of the partner’s intentional states. But we didn’t
expect mentalizing areas to be inversely correlated with levels of
cooperation, while the correlation with joint performance error
suggests it was involved in the visual perception of the discrep-
ancy between the controlled object and the target. It may be that
the perception of error represented a more organic measure of
the perceived quality of the cooperation than the arbitrary levels
of cooperation.

Results indicate that most clusters in which activity was—
positively or negatively—correlated with levels of cooperation
were included in the network of brain areas correlated—
negatively or positively—with the joint performance error.
Positive correlation with joint performance error (Table 4) iden-
tified brain areas associated with attention (frontal eye field,
intraparietal sulcus; Astafiev et al., 2003) and sensorimotor
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transformation (medial and lateral motor areas; Zhang and
Raichle, 2010). Furthermore, it overlapped largely with the brain
network involved in task execution, with the absence of the pri-
mary motor cortex. Areas correlated with joint performance error
but not task execution included the insula that responds to the
conscious perception of errors (Ullsperger et al., 2010), and the
middle frontal gyrus that intervenes in conscious changes of strat-
egy used to achieve a given task (Badre and D’Esposito, 2009).
This finding implies that brain responses to the increase in joint
performance error reflect an increased reliance on control mech-
anisms in the domains of attention, action, and monitoring of
errors. In contrast, regions where BOLD signal negatively corre-
lated with joint performance error mapped onto the default mode
of brain function (medial orbitofrontal cortex, TPJ, anterior mid-
dle temporal gyrus, and retrosplenial cortex bilaterally; Raichle
et al., 2001), in line with the anti-correlation between activ-
ity in task-positive and task-negative networks (Raichle, 2010).
One exception was the precuneus, which belongs to the default
mode network but was positively correlated with joint perfor-
mance error, possibly because of its role in agency: as this region
is active when we attribute a perceived (Farrer and Frith, 2002)
or imagined (Ruby and Decety, 2001) action to another agent,
it is possible that the perceived errors of the controlled object,
increasing with cooperation, were attributed to the contribu-
tion of the partner outside of the scanner. Altogether, the data
indicates that as joint performance error was reduced, when coop-
eration increased, control resources were freed, and the default
mode of brain activity, at the top of the hierarchy between brain
systems (Raichle, 2010), took over.

The dorsomedial prefrontal cortex cluster found negatively
correlated with cooperation also belongs to the default mode
network of brain function (Raichle, 2010). Its reduced response
in the full cooperation condition compared to the baseline is
thus expected given the motor and attentional demands of the
task. But the significant increase of activity of the other con-
ditions doesn’t accord with this interpretation given that the
task was more demanding in the conditions of partial or no
cooperation, as demonstrated by the increase in joint response
error. Another interpretation involves participant’s strategy for
the task, provided that they were not informed of the upcom-
ing condition. In the full cooperation condition the optimal
joystick movements followed the diagonal, in the partial coop-
eration conditions it was angled, and in the no cooperation
condition it followed one of the cardinal directions. The opti-
mal strategy, to start with the diagonal, would work for the full
cooperation condition, but would become increasingly unfit as
cooperation decreases. Accordingly, the dorsomedial prefrontal
cortex cluster falls in the posterior region of the rostral medial
frontal cortex, involved in monitoring action outcome (Amodio
and Frith, 2006). But while the posterior region is involved in
monitoring action outcome, activity was not associated with
joint performance nor with task execution, even when lenient
thresholds of p < 0.001 uncorrected were used. The data, there-
fore, suggest that this region participated in monitoring actions
outcome not in terms of their absolute error, but in order to
extract the hidden experimental variable, namely the level of
cooperation corresponding to the joystick movement angles, in

order to optimize the joint response. Therefore, the dorsomedial
prefrontal cortex activity in relation to the social variable of
the task, the level of cooperation, is likely to be associated with
motor control.

Considering the original hypothesis, our results indicate that,
in the current paradigm, the level of cooperation affected motor
control aspects of the task, so that the joint action can be con-
strued as a complex control system in which each participant
plays a constitutive role (Seemann, 2011). The absence of mental-
izing areas exclusively associated with levels of cooperation could
be related to the cooperation paradigm. Firstly, participants were
never explicitly told their role within the partnership, or required
to make explicit judgments about their partner’s performance or
intentions, while explicit knowledge about the intentional stance
of an interacting partner is known to significantly impact the
activity in brain areas involved in mentalizing (Gallagher et al.,
2002). Secondly, the only way players could determine their role
in the cooperation was by comparing the predicted, but invisible,
consequences of their actions to the visible response of the jointly
controlled object. Our results suggest that such a computation
did not lead to the attribution of increasing intentions to collab-
orate to the partner. Altogether, it may be that the high motor
demands of the task, given the pace of the joystick movements,
drove participants to focus on their performance, in particular the
discrepancy between the visual feedback expected given the motor
command and actually perceived, and to ignore the higher-order
computations required to infer the level of cooperation. Thirdly, it
was difficult to disentangle brain responses caused by joint perfor-
mance and by the level of cooperation between players. It may be
that in the absence of explicit information about the level of coop-
eration, the correlation of performance error with brain results
represents a more organic measure of perceived cooperation than
the arbitrary levels of cooperation we imposed, as discussed in the
case of the right posterior superior temporal gyrus. A more eco-
logically valid joint action paradigm less demanding in terms of
motor control and making use of haptic feedback as in the case
of joint manipulation (Reed et al., 2006) should be developed
to further investigate the interactions between joint actions and
mentalizing.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the present investigation of the joint control
of a dynamic object participates to the understanding of the
cognitive mechanisms underlying joint action. Data confirmed
that collaborative action provided a better control than part-
ners playing in isolation. fMRI results suggested that despite
its social aspect, the cooperative control of a visually pre-
sented object with joystick movements, the task remained
primarily a motor control task and we found no evidence
that participants had high-order representation of the level of
cooperation in the form of neurophysiological correlates of
mentalization.
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